Notes for the Record

Bothaville NE Ext A Prospecting Right
(FS 30/5/1/1/3/2/1/10273 EM)
Draft BAR and EMPR Public Open Day
Bothaville Golf Club, Bothaville
09:00 – 17:00
11th April 2019

Present:
Ms Zizo Siwendu (Shango Solutions)
Ms Nyandala Ramaru (Shango Solutions)
Mr Francois Myburgh (Shango Solutions)
Mr J.C. Taljaard (TD Trust, Kaalplaats, Concord,
Diepwater and Tarantaaldraai Farms)
Mr A. J. S. Jordaan (Rooderand Farm)
Mr Giepie Rossouw (Brakspruit Farm)
Mr Gerrie Rossouw (Gel Rossouw Bdy)
Ms Ester Olivier (ICalc Training)
Mr R. J. v.d Berg (Van Den Berg Groep)
Mr J. v.d Berg
Mr P. D. Roux
Mr J. L. Kotze (JEK Boerdery)
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Bothaville NE Ext A Draft BAR+EMPR Notes for the Record
COMMENTS
1

The purpose of the meeting is detailed as follows:



2

Present findings of the Basic Assessment process to the public.
Solicit comments on the Draft Basic Assessment Report (BAR) and Environmental Management
Programme Report (EMPR).

Comments provided during meeting:
COMMENT/QUESTION
What is the process from this point onwards?

Is White Rivers Exploration (WRE) the same
company as Johannesburg Consolidated
Investment Company (JCIC)?
In 1989, JCIC drilled holes in the vicinity of the
proposed drilllhole positions for this project.
Is it not better to buy historical data rather than
to drill again?

What is the timeframe for drilling?
Where will water be sourced for the operation?
Where will the labourers live? Safety is a big
concern.
Starting from the Prospecting Right application
phase, how long will it take before a mine is
established?
Which mining procedure will be used? Fracking?

Should WRE find coal and need to mine
opencast, will there be a need to buy the land
(topsoil) at market price?

Who should fill in the IAP questionnaire?

RESPONSE
All Interested and Affected Parties’ (I&APs)
comments will be included in the final BAR
and EMPR, which will be submitted to the
Department of Mineral Resources (DMR) for
their consideration. The DMR will have 107
days to decide whether to grant or refuse the
amendment application. IAPs will be informed
of the application outcome.
No, WRE and JCIC are two different entities.

Noted.
No, even if historical data is obtained, drilling
will still be a part of the exploration
programme. The historical data needs to be
verified. One technique to confirm the
historical data is to twin a hole i.e. to drill a
new hole next to a previously drilled hole.
Approximately 2 months. One month in year
4 and one month in year 5.
The drilling company will supply their own
water in trucks and they will be refilled offsite.
The labourers will either live in a camp on site
subject to landowner approval or at an
accommodation in town (Bothaville).
Projects differ but generally it is a very
lengthy process. It can take 10-15 years
before a mine is established.
At this stage, Shango Solutions does not
know. However, should the project reach the
mining phase, the mining method will not be
fracking. Perhaps an incline shaft.
Shango Solutions cannot comment on this
matter because we are currently working on
the environmental component of the
Prospecting Right. Should this project reach
that stage, content of that nature will be
covered in the Mining Right application.
Any member off the public that is interested in
and/or affected by the project is encouraged
to fill in the form hence the extensive Public
Participation. The posters, site notices, faxes,
e-mails, letters and newspaper adverts
should reach all the relevant parties.
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COMMENT/QUESTION
For a past project in Wolmaranstad, drilling was
initially proposed on a sole property. As the
project progressed, several other properties
were added. Will it be the same with this
project?
What can influence the outcome of the project?

Is there compensation for farmers during and
post prospecting?

What about the land use interruptions?

To gain access to the main road that leads to
the 8 drillhole locations on the 3 affected farms,
the entrance to the Eureka farm needs to be
utilised. This is an inconvenience for the farmer
as he will have to be available to unlock and lock
the gate every day to allow access. This will also
cause a threat to the safety of the cattle grazing
on the land. There have been incidents of cattle
theft in the past. A possible solution would be to
relocate the cattle onto another farm. However,
this will be costly due to factors such as renting
land, transport and infrastructure etc.
rd
Is the deadline for comments the 23 of April?

What are the Listed and Specified activities?
What do they mean?

Has Shango Solutions seen a project through
from prospecting phase to mining phase?
Does WRE have mines in South Africa?
3

RESPONSE
As far as Shango Solutions knows, there are
no further planned drillholes. Should the
drilling results indicate that further drillholes
are required, the necessary application
process will be followed.
There is a wide scope of factors which can
influence the outcome of the application
including objections from the public with
compelling reasons, fatal flaws such as
environmentally sensitive areas, procedures
not performed correctly, special requirements
from the DMR etc.
An agreement will be drawn between the
landowners and WRE. Shango Solutions
cannot comment on the terms and conditions
agreed upon by the parties.
Invasive prospecting will be conducted during
times when no farming is taking place
(September to November). If cattle are still
roaming and grazing during this period, the
prospecting footprint will be fenced off.
Noted.

Yes. All comments and questions should be
rd
sent in by the 23 of April 2019.
Questionnaire forms can be downloaded from
the Shango Solutions website. Further,
comments and questions can be submitted
via telephone, post, email and fax.
Listed activities are activities identified in
National Environmental Management Act,
which are likely to have a detrimental effect
on the environment, and which may not
commence without an Environmental
Authorisation from the Competent Authority.
Prospecting is a Listed activity.
No.
No.

Comments provided during the Public Open Day have been incorporated into the final Basic Assessment
Report and Environmental Management Programme Report.
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